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NOW TRENDING IN ETFs
In this issue:
 � The need for good advice
 � Building ETFs into client portfolios
 � Investing efficiently: trading and taxes

When a Canadian firm launched the world’s first exchange-traded 
fund (ETF), the Toronto 35 Index Participation Fund (TIPs), back 
in 1990, few could have envisioned today’s ETF industry – one with 
a rapidly growing investor and asset base attracted by increasingly 
innovative products offered by an expanding number of issuers. 
 Deborah Fuhr, now managing partner at London, U.K.-based 
independent research and consultancy firm ETFGI LLP, started 
working on ETFs in 1997 when there were 21 products with $11 billion 
in assets. At that point, many investment professionals were wary of 
the new investment structure. They told her they were committed 
to active management. They questioned the lack of rebates and 
commissions. However, over time, the mood shifted. 

 “Those same people have become in many cases advocates of 
why ETFs are a helpful tool to use,” Fuhr says. “People have embraced 
the idea that where they can find alpha they will look for it in terms of 
picking individual securities, looking at active mutual funds, looking 
at hedge funds. But the reality is it’s not easy for anyone to be able 
to pick individual securities all over the world and do better than 
standard benchmarks.”
 Fuhr’s research shows that in 2016 there were 8,477 mutual funds 
and 4,458 institutions in more than 50 countries that were employing 
at least one ETF. And while there are still more hedge funds around the 
world than ETFs, ETF assets surpassed hedge fund assets in June 2015 
and are now about $1.2 trillion greater.
 Yves Rebetez, managing director and editor of ETF Insight, says 
it’s important to put growth in what he describes as “one of the most 

important product inventions in the world of financial products of 
the past hundred years” in perspective. Even after such a strong year 
to date, assets in Canadian ETFs are still less than one-tenth of the 
$1.4 trillion in Canadian mutual funds at the end of July 2017.3 “While 
the percentage growth rate looks impressive, in fact, the penetration 
across the broader Canadian investor base is suboptimal by a long 
shot,” Rebetez argues.
 But that one-tenth ratio is bound to increase, says Mark Neill, 
head of exchange traded funds at RBC Global Asset Management Inc. 
(RBC GAM), as knowledge of how ETFs work increases as well as use. 
One particular trend of note is the use of ETFs by advisors as they shift 
their practices from commission-based to fee-based models. 
 “The fee-based model is a very transparent model around the 
costs of product and advice. As advisors move towards this model for 
a variety of reasons, many are incorporating ETFs into their practices 
at the same time. Discretionary fee-based models, in particular, look 
to ETFs to help with efficiencies in trading across their books, which is 
helpful.”
 Neill points out that the Canadian ETF market will continue 
to grow. “As we see new entrants, more product innovation and an 
increase in knowledge, ETFs will likely attract new investors”.

“ Returns over the next five to 10 years might be significantly lower 
than in the past, and so advisors have to consider what the 
overall cost is of the solution they bring to their clients, and 
whether there are ways they can look at revamping some of 
their holdings. One way to do this is to put in place a very low-
cost central part of the investment portfolio with ETFs that then 
give them the luxury and the leeway of potentially paying up 
for some smart beta solutions to customize the portfolio more 
to the fundamental beliefs or objectives or need for potential 
outperformance on the part of the client.” – Yves Rebetez

“ ETFs are the only democratic investment product that I’m aware 
of where the same toolbox of products is offered to all types 
of investors – whether [that investor is] a large pension fund 
or another type of institutional investor, including hedge funds, 
a financial advisor or retail – at the same annual cost with the 
same small minimum investment size.” – Deborah Fuhr

From zero to 500+ since 1990: Will ETFs in Canada hit 1,000?

In just the first eight months of 2017, assets in  
Canadian ETFs increased by an impressive 26.6%.1

AT THE END OF AUGUST 2017:

In Canada

 � 24 providers 
 � 516 ETFs 
 � Combined assets of nearly $135.5 billion1

Globally

 � 331 providers 
 � 7,019 ETFs or ETPs (exchange-traded products) 
 � Combined assets of nearly $5.6 trillion2

… continues on page 2

1. etfgi.com/news/detail/newsid/2383, 2. etfgi.com/news/detail/newsid/2361, 3. www.ific.ca/en/info/stats-and-facts
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From zero to 500+ since 1990: Will ETFs in Canada hit 1,000?

… continued from page 1

As ETFs prove their versatility, 1,000 in Canada may be within reach

 
Fuhr says that some of the ETF product evolution has been motivated 
directly by those who use ETFs. “A lot of the innovation around 
what ETFs offer has been due to investors who like ETFs saying, 
‘Couldn’t ETFs allow us to invest in gold bars just like central banks 
do?’ or ‘Could we do an ETF that allows us to get exposure to China 
A-shares?’” explains Fuhr. “We have seen cases where pension funds 
have talked to index providers to create new types of indices and, 
with an issuer, create a new ETF. I think that will continue.”
 Neill sees significant room for growth in Canada for ETFs that 
provide international exposure. “The Canadian ETF market seems 
to be very focused on delivering solutions with North American 
exposure,” he says. “This is partly due to the fact that these types 
of products are easier to launch and the market opportunity on 
the surface seems significant. Due to the complexity of investing 
in international markets, investors are looking to ETFs for 
their international exposure rather than attempting to invest 
in individual securities themselves. The firm that can deliver 
international capabilities to investors through an ETF should 
benefit if the trend continues.” 
 Rebetez is wary of innovation that leads to extremely 
specialized ETFs, such as the one launched in April 2017 to track 
the North American Medical Marijuana Index. Still, niche products 
continue to be developed. In September 2017, Canada got its first 
gender diversity ETF and its first cyber security ETF. The pace of 
new product development doesn’t appear to be slowing, making 
1,000 ETFs in Canada a real possibility.

Canada’s TIPs in 1990 inspired the U.S.’s Standard & Poor’s 500 
Depositary Receipts (SPDRs) in 1993, Asia’s Tracker Fund of Hong 
Kong (TraHK) in 1999 and Europe’s Euro STOXX 50 in 2001. All 
provided investors with access to the returns of a broad-based market 
index, which is still at the heart of many investors’ definition of ETFs. 

But, of course, over the past 27 years, the category has evolved.  
Today, investors can slice and dice broad-based market indices to 
capture more focused returns from specific countries, industries, 
capitalization levels and more. Smart beta ETFs bring in an element 
of active management, enabling investors to take a well-defined 
position on the kinds of securities they expect will perform best or 
deliver lower volatility, for example. Most recently, asset managers 
have introduced actively managed strategies wrapped in the ETF 
structure. And then there are multi-factor ETFs that combine 
various approaches in one investment solution.

“ The typical thing is people will try one ETF and then, over time, 
they’ll increase the number of ETFs they use, then the amount 
and the time horizon they hold them for … The challenge is to 
get people to try, but once they do then they see that ETFs are a 
helpful tool.” – Deborah Fuhr

“ To set it and forget it and just buy the market without trying to 
outsmart it is counterintuitive for the average investor … With 
smart beta [or other rules-based solutions], you can bridge that 
gap between active and passive and you can match people’s 
inherent investment preferences or biases with a specific factor 
[or] smart beta ingredient.” – Yves Rebetez

… continues on page 3

Recent growth in Canadian ETF assets under management has been impressive
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Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources and data generated in-house. ETFGI is a 
leading independent research and consultancy firm on trends in the global ETF and ETP ecosystem, based in London, U.K. Deborah Fuhr is a partner and co-founder of ETFGI (www.etfgi.com). 
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More choice creates greater need for good advice
In theory, more choice is a boon for investors in that it provides them 
with the ability to better target investment solutions to meet their 
needs and goals, but in practice the explosion of ETF products – 500 
going on 1,000 – may leave many feeling bewildered, overwhelmed 
and confused. 

“Some people out there might operate under the premise that 
ETFs are designed to disrupt the role of an advisor, and I would 
certainly beg to differ. They enhance the value that an advisor can 
deliver because they provide him or her with additional choices. The 
role of the advisor is probably just as, if not more, critical than it’s ever 
been, because of the increasing complexity of financial markets,” says 
Trevor Cummings, head of business development, exchange traded 
funds, at RBC GAM. 

Some hard work will be required to serve clients as the ETF 
landscape continues to broaden. “The types of products and 
capabilities that are being brought to the ETF world are continuing to 
evolve and grow. It will be important for advisors to align themselves 
with firms that can deliver these solutions to them and their clients 
and also help them determine how to incorporate these into their 
practices.” says Neill.

“Beyond staying on top of product innovation and trends, perhaps 
the most important thing for advisors is education on ETFs – not only 
for themselves, but also for their clients. It is critical that investors 
understand the ins and outs of these products so that they can be 
used properly and appropriately in more portfolios going forward. 
Advisors can add a tremendous amount of value to clients through 
education alone and, as more advisors embrace this challenge, ETF 
assets will grow as well.”

Just like trading a stock or a bond, ETFs also have a price 
difference between where the market will buy the security (bid) 
and where the market will sell (ask) – a bid-ask spread. As an 
ETF is really a basket of securities, this bid-ask spread on the 
ETF will be a product of the spread on the underlying securities. 
This core spread can be tightened by market participants 
trading the product, but the true underlying pricing is derived 
from the constituents of the ETF. ETF liquidity is for the most 
part provided by ETF Market Makers. When an investor buys an 
ETF, typically the Market Makers immediately cross the spread 
and buy the underlying securities to hedge their position and 
ultimately create new units of the ETF.

BID-ASK SPREADS – NOT EXCLUSIVE TO ETFs

“ We believe mutual funds and ETFs will co-exist and continue to 
grow in the future. What we are seeing is advisors choosing different 
structures to suit different parts of their business and client needs. 
Different investment strategies or needs may be more appropriately 
delivered in one structure versus another.” – Mark Neill

… continues on page 4

To learn more about ETF investing, please visit rbcgam.com/etf-learning-centre

“ An ETF is really just a different wrapper. So you can use an ETF,  
you can use a mutual fund, you can use a note or certificate …  
a segregated account or commingled fund … Think about what  
you are saving money for, what your goals are, what your  
appetite or tolerance for risk or drawdowns is, and really think 
about a sound financial plan.” – Deborah Fuhr

From zero to 500+ since 1990: Will ETFs in Canada hit 1,000?

… continued from page 2

http://pubads.g.doubleclick.net/gampad/clk?id=4501321905&iu=/4916/tc.en.eco.biz_advisor
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How are advisors using broad beta and narrow beta ETFs?
More and more advisors are acting tactically in their client portfolios. 
They want to find mispriced assets, they want to be opportunistic 
in the marketplace, but they don’t necessarily want to bear security-
specific risk. 
 One of the big opportunities we see today at our firm is that 
European equities have attractive valuations and dividend yields 
relative to Canadian or U.S. stocks. But then the challenge for an 
advisor is, “Okay, so what are the two or three or five European  
stocks that I’m going to purchase?” 
 In many instances, instead of doing that, an advisor or portfolio 
manager might say, “This is an area where an exchange-traded fund 
makes a lot of sense because it will be a diversified, low-cost portfolio 
of securities.”
 Index ETFs lend themselves to this type of an approach, whether 
they’re broad beta ETFs that track prominent market indices or 
narrow beta ETFs that zero in on a country, sector or subsector. 

How are advisors using smart beta and active ETFs?
Whether they’re called smart beta, factor or quant strategy ETFs, the 
common theme is there’s typically an investment process. There is 
some sort of a screening technique or an adjustment to how those 
securities are weighted to deliver a better outcome than a market  
cap weighted index – to give you a better Sharpe Ratio, better returns 
than beta, lower risk than beta, or all of the above. 
 Advisors can use these types of ETFs to say, “I recognize I  
should have a position in that market, but I believe active strategies 
can be more effective in that part of the world. I want an investment 
process that resonates with my views as an advisor and I’m willing 
to delegate that vis-à-vis an exchange-traded fund.”
 Active ETFs package a fundamental active process as an ETF  
the same way a mutual fund or closed-end fund might. That’s a  
pretty nascent category, but it has seen growth recently. We launched 
our first actively managed ETF a year ago, the RBC Canadian  
Preferred Share ETF, and in its first year that one strategy has grown  
to be our largest ETF by assets.

What should advisors look for in an ETF provider?
I think one of the big trends in the industry is advisors are starting to 
narrow their shelves. Gone are the days when an investment advisor 
had 15 different relationships with product providers. As people scale 
up and grow their practices and take on more clients, many want to 
work more closely and intimately with a smaller number of partners.  
 The challenge with ETFs is that the barriers to entry are very low. 
Anyone can launch an ETF, but if you don’t gather any assets and if 

you don’t have any earnings that you can reinvest in your new ETF 
business, eventually you will run out of capital. 
 The benefit of partnering with a larger player with a broad, 
diversified product offering is often the choice of strategies delivered 
in a variety of wrappers – ETFs, mutual funds, segregated funds or 
notes – that allow advisors to select the best solutions for their clients. 

“ One of the biggest challenges for advisors is the notion that, ‘Okay, 
now I have over 600 [ETFs] to pick from. How do I pick the best one?’ 
Well, you can look at size. You can look at cost. Then you can look 
at trading liquidity and the spread in between bid and ask. Those 
are your traditional measuring tools. But the first step should be to 
identify the baseline need and seek to meet that.” – Yves Rebetez

A Q&A with Trevor Cummings 
Head of Business Development, 
Exchange Traded Funds, at RBC GAM

Building ETFs into client portfolios

“ Some people use ETFs as short-term investments, some use 
them tactically to adjust to political and economic news that 
is out there in the market, and about half will use ETFs as 
long-term investments where they’re holding them for over 
two years.” – Deborah Fuhr

ETF market share by asset category

Source: Strategic Insight

 67.6% Equity 
  Canada 
  US 
  Emerging markets 
  International 
  North America 
  Europe 
  Global

 30.0% Fixed income 
  Investment grade 
   Corporate 
   Government 
   Mix 
  High yield 
   Corporate 
   Emerging markets 
   Mix

 1.4% Multi-asset class

 0.9% Commodities 
   Energy 
   Metals

 0.1% Currency

 0.1% Volatility

 � BlackRock Canada
 � BMO Global Asset Management
 � Vanguard Canada
 � Horizons ETFs
 � RBC Global Asset Management

TOP FIVE CANADIAN ETF PROVIDERS 
BY MARKET SHARE

Source: www.cetfa.ca/files/1505245394_CETFA%20August%202017.pdf 
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NOT EVERYTHING YOU’VE HEARD  
ABOUT ETFs IS TRUE

“They’re not exciting enough”
Yes, an ETF that passively tracks an index provides returns that 
track the market average and, for many investors, average is 
synonymous with boring. However, says Yves Rebetez, managing 
director and editor of ETF Insight, “Investors should not overlook 
the fact that the simple, plain vanilla, low-cost, broadly diversified 
alternatives in fact are, more often than not, the right answer.” 
The goal of investing should be results, not excitement.

“They’re easy”
ETFs require some trading sophistication and a commitment to 
sift through the wide range of available options to identify the 
ones that will help clients meet specific goals. Stephen Hoffman, 
Vice President of ETFs at RBC GAM, suggests, “Advisors should 
ask potential ETF partners if they have a capital markets specialist 
to assist them as they trade their first ETF. Are they monitoring 
how their ETFs are trading to make sure the quoted prices are fair 
or reasonable, that execution quality is strong, and if advisors are 
getting the best fill they can on their order, whether it’s a buy or 
a sell?”

“They’re all low cost”
Not always, especially as ETFs become more specialized and 
as active management is added to the mix. “It isn’t a foregone 
conclusion that mutual funds are expensive and ETFs are cheap,” 
says Trevor Cummings, head of business development, exchange 
traded funds, at RBC GAM, pointing out that some of his firm’s 
bond and equity mutual funds have lower management fees 
than some competitors’ bond and equity ETFs available in the 
market. It’s worth noting that 63% of ETFs listed in Canada have a 
management fee greater than 0.40%. 

ETFs trade like stocks but can behave quite differently because an 
ETF’s value is derived from the value of its portfolio holdings. It 
makes sense to develop an investment selection process for ETFs, 
similar to the one advisors often have in place to screen other 
types of investments, that looks at factors such as value for fees 
paid, performance, volatility, mandate and provider.

When trading, consider these tips to get the  
best trade execution: 

1. Use limit orders, rather than market orders, to set the  
buy or sell price

2. Avoid the often volatile first or last 20 minutes of the 
trading day

3. Trade ETFs providing international exposure when the 
international markets are open (keep time of day and 
international holidays in mind)

4. Avoid trading just before an important political or 
economic announcement; the uncertainty can lead to 
wider bid-ask spreads

5. Be cautious when investing in less liquid asset classes

When it comes to taxation, ETF investments  
may be subject to:

 � Taxes associated with selling the ETF, and

 � Taxes related to distributions received from the ETF, which 
may include interest income, Canadian dividends, foreign 
income, capital gains (which may be generated when there 
are portfolio changes or mergers and acquisitions in the 
underlying securities) and return of capital

It’s also important to consider the impact of foreign withholding 
taxes for investors interested in ETFs that offer exposure to 
international stocks, so it’s prudent to ask potential ETF providers 
what they do to limit such taxes. For example, if a Canadian ETF 
indirectly gains exposure to international markets by investing 
in a U.S.-listed ETF (i.e., an ETF of ETFs), the unitholders may be 
subject to two levels of withholding tax (foreign withholding tax 
on dividends paid by a foreign security, and U.S. withholding tax 
on dividends paid by the U.S.). On the other hand, if a Canadian-
listed ETF gains exposure to international markets by investing 
directly in international equities, it may be subject to only one 
level of withholding tax – by the country where the foreign stock 
is domiciled.

Source: www.rbcgam.com/etf-learning-centre

INVESTING EFFICIENTLY: TRADING  
AND TAXES
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Take a closer look.

Visit rbcgam.com/closerlook or call us at 1-888-770-2586.

Behind each of our tickers lies global expertise,  
sophisticated risk-management, intelligent design  
and the strength of Canada’s largest asset manager.1

ETFs 

RBC

Introducing five new 
income-oriented ETFs.

@RBCGAMNews RBC Global Asset Management 

 1RBC Global Asset Management Inc. is Canada’s largest fund company by assets under management (IFIC, as of August 31, 2017). 
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predetermined amount at maturity. Index returns do not represent RBC ETF returns. RBC ETFs are managed by RBC Global Asset Management Inc., 
an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Royal Bank of Canada. RBC ETFs are available across Canada.
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